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THE HISTORY
OF ITALIAN
TOOLS
1923 - Alessandro Ciceri founded “Alessandro Ciceri & Figli”,
to manufacture iron and steel casts.
1939 - The trademark Beta was registered and the Company became
involved mainly in manufacturing professional tools.
1960 - Beta Utensili employed two hundred people, exported their
products and stood out as an up-and-coming manufacturer
of professional tools.
1969 - The revolutionary orange sheet metal “Tank” trolley
was developed; from that moment orange would result
in a unique style for the trademark Beta.
1971 - Beta Utensili entered the motor racing world, with a view
to testing and developing their products.
1975 - The Company scored their first Formula 1 victory with
the orange March-Beta Utensili driven by Vittorio Brambilla,
who won the Austrian Grand Prix in Zeltweg, in the pouring rain.
1980 - Beta Utensili further penetrated the main European markets,
progressively establishing branches in France, Britain, Holland,
Spain, Poland and Hungary.
1995 - It took the Company no more than 8 months to have their
Quality System certified in accordance with the ISO 9001
standards.
2000 - The launch of the new Beta Utensili catalogue testified
to ongoing growth. The range of available products was doubled,
and the over 10,000 coded items were divided into 20 product
families.
2002 - B eta Utensili’s range was further expanded, being supplemented
with safety footwear as well as with work and free-time wear,
namely the “Beta Work” range.
2009 - Beta further expanded their markets, establishing Beta China.
2012 - Beta Brazil was founded.
2016 - Beta introduces a new modular workshop equipment
combination system.
2018 In 2018 BM S.p.A - leader in the production and sales
of crimping terminals and electric connection systems - becomes
part of the Beta Group.
2019 - Beta Utensili took over Abra Beta S.p.A, a market leader
in the production of resin bond reinforced abrasives
for grinding and cutting all types of materials
and shaft-mounted wheels.
2020 - Ongoing growth has translated into the current product range –
distributed worldwide –, which exceeds 14,000 coded items,
designed to satisfy the most demanding professionals’
requirements.

1939

1950

1960

1939 Forging department

1950 Galvanising department

1955 Shearing department

1960 Shipping warehouse

1969 Tank trolley

1975 Chrome finishing

1974 Vittorio Brambilla

1980 Engineering department

1981 New assortments

2002 “BetaWork”

2016 Workshop equipment RSC55

2019 Andrea Dovizioso
NEW ITALIAN PARTNERSHIP

BETA UTENSILI S.p.A. - 20845 Sovico (MB)
Via A.Volta, 18 - Tel. 039.2077.1 - Fax 039.2010742
www.beta-tools.com
Robur Wire rope accessories: 67039 Sulmona (AQ)
Zona industriale - C.da S. Nicola - Tel. 0864.2504.1 - Fax 0864.253132
www.roburitaly.com - info@roburitaly.com
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1970

1980

9 SUBSIDIARIES
8 Beta - 1 BM

Active in more than
100 countries
worldwide with over
250 importers

7 PRODUCTION
UNITS
MORE THAN
800 STAFF
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RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT
Ergonomics, finish and
design serving reliability
For Beta, design does not just mean appearance but above all excellent
performance. The study and design of a tool are aimed at achieving safety,
strength and easy use. This is why tool design is based on functional needs:
functionality leads to appearance, and design becomes the end result
of a detailed study of materials and finishes.
With this aim in mind, Beta constantly renews the design of its products,
reviewing their parts and materials.

1150HPC
Hypercut
Cutting edge made from M2
sintered steel.
Cutting edge hardness:
65HRC

42SLIM
Ideal for tightening
in small spaces

665

Digibeta
The new way
of tightening
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MADE IN BETA
Ongoing innovation, designed
and manufactured in Italy.

1150INOX
Stainless,
sterilizable,
recyclable

We asked our engineers to boost the design of ground-breaking tools.
We asked them to rely on new technologies, select the best-performing
materials, state-of-the-art surface finishing and heat treatment,
and develop new geometries and working processes.
Remarkable results were obtained; a new generation of tools
is now available and will keep growing over the next few years:
this is only the beginning.

C37
New
Design
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CERTIFIED
QUALITY
In 2018 Beta roller cabs were awarded prestigious Tüv certification,
after passing severe tests according to protocol EK5/TA5.
Protocol EK5/TA5 deals with 31 well-defined building characteristics,
stringent static tests and dynamic behaviour tests. Other tests
determine resistance to high and low temperatures, the service life of
markings over time and corrosion resistance.
Credit for this achievement is due to the expert design, accurate
manufacture and stringent tests Beta relies on for its roller cabs, which
has allowed their quality to be acknowledged by end users.
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CONTROL
AND QUALITY
Beta quality,
our most concrete proof
At Beta, quality has a simple, concrete meaning: “that which fully satisfies
the needs and expectations of the professional users who rely
on our products as an irreplaceable working instrument”. Tools are not
only designed and manufactured correctly to fulfil a need, but they must
guarantee repeat performances consistently over time.
At Beta, quality goes beyond a merely attentive industrial and sales policy,
to permeate every company division, driving us all to achieve increasingly
ambitious goals in terms of customer satisfaction. Beta has built its
history on this very concept.

The quality of Beta tools
is a synergy
of age-old techniques
and new technologies.

Since 1995 our production
processes have complied
with the ISO 9001
Quality System standards
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WORK
ORGANIZATION
SORT

SEIRI
SORT

Remove all unnecessary items from the
workplace; only keep the items you need.

SEITON
SET IN ORDER

SET IN ORDER

Put everything into its proper place: a place
for everything and everything in its place.

SHINE

SEISO
SHINE

Keep the workplace clean
and tidy.

SEIKETSU

STANDARDIZE

Establish consistent work practices to keep
rationalizing resources and spaces,
determining a standard to implement.

SUSTAIN

Support and spread this mindset
and behaviour across the organization.

BEFORE
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STANDARDIZE

SHITSUKE
SUSTAIN

5S

is a workplace organization method of Japanese origin.
The name is derived from the western transcription of 5 Japanese words:
seiri, seiton, seiso, seiketsu and shitsuke.

Following the 5 steps identified by the words allows a systematic, repeatable
method to be implemented with a view to optimized working standards and
enhanced operating performance.

BENEFITS

5S

Reduced time loss and improved cost-effectiveness
A proper organization and transport system for your tools will
allow you to have everything you need, where you need it,
and within reach.
Enhanced quality and productivity
Standard equipment does not always cater to our needs.
Creating your equipment on an item-by-item basis will
allow you to fully adapt it to your requirements, which will
result in improved reliability and performance.
Fewer work accidents
Most accidents occur while using tools.
Arranging all necessary items so that they can be easily selected
for use and removing all unnecessary items will allow you to minimize
misuse and reduce hazards.
Greater efficiency
Reducing the number of defects and errors will allow you to avoid
delays, optimize processes and improve the company’s results
and efficiency

AFTER
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EXPERT
ADVICE
Manufacturing requirements are changing on a daily basis
and are becoming increasingly complex. The emphasis is on
optimizing time, improving performance and cutting costs.
Hence every day our Technical and Sales Consultants make all their
expertise and skills available, to recommend the solutions that best
cater to users’ needs. Beta’s Consultants always work hand in hand
with the dense network of dealers and distributors, who play a key
role in achieving this productive synergy.
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EFFECTIVE
PRESENCE

Demonstration unit
2019
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RANGE
AND ITEMS
Over 14,000 items
The dynamism of the Company has, over the years, helped it to effectively
update its product range to promptly respond to the challenges of the
global market.
Today the Beta Utensili range comprises over 14,000 items divided into
30 product families, making it one of the most qualified names in the tool
market.
Beta produces tools for professional mechanics, from industrial
maintenance to car repairs, and for all those whose hobbies are much
more than a simple pastime.

Applications
Automotive
Energy
Industry
Oil & Gas
Aeronautics
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families
Each professional
need finds
an effective solution

SALES
SUPPORT

www.beta-tools.com

An “easy” and complete website where you can find
our updated catalogues, latest news, promotions and
all our technical product information (manuals, spare
parts and demo videos, which can also be found
on YouTube)

Beta supplies different store display
solutions to offer customers
a “turnkey” service.

A specific app of all the Beta
catalogues for IOS and Android.
Autopromotec
2019
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WORLDWIDE
DISTRIBUTION
Active in over
100 countries
worldwide

Beta’s far-reaching
distribution
network serves
professional users
across the world.

Subsidiaries
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Beta China

Beta France

Beta Iberia

Beta Brasil

Beta Benelux Beta UK

Beta Polska

Beta Hungary

LOGISTICS
16,000 m2
surface area
Quick,
prompt
and complete
deliveries

14.000
coded items
and over 27.000
loading units
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